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Polarimetric Analysis of Backscatter From the
Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Using L-Band
Synthetic Aperture Radar
Brent Minchew, Cathleen E. Jones, and Benjamin Holt
Abstract—We analyze the fully-polarimetric Uninhabited
Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar (UAVSAR) data acquired
on June 23, 2010, from two adjacent, overlapping flight tracks that
imaged the main oil slick near the Deepwater Horizon (DWH) rig
site in the Gulf of Mexico. Our results show that radar backscatter
from both clean water and oil in the slick is predominantly from a
single surface scatterer, consistent with the tilted Bragg scattering
mechanism, across the range of incidence angles from 26◦ to 60◦.
We show that the change of backscatter over the main slick is
due both to a damping of the ocean wave spectral components
by the oil and an effective reduction of the dielectric constant
resulting from a mixture of 65–90% oil with water in the surface
layer. This shows that synthetic aperture radar can be used to
measure the oil volumetric concentration in a thick slick. Using the
H/A/α parameters, we show that surface scattering is dominant
for oil and water whenever the data are above the noise floor
and that the entropy (H) and α parameters for the DWH slick
are comparable to those from the clean water. The anisotropy, A,
parameter shows substantial variation across the oil slick and a
significant range-dependent signal whenever the backscatter in all
channels is above the instrument noise floor. For slick detection,
we find the most reliable indicator to be the major eigenvalue of
the coherency matrix, which is approximately equal to the total
backscatter power for both oil in the slick and clean sea water.
Index Terms—Oil spill, radar polarimetry, synthetic aperture
radar.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE DEEPWATER Horizon (DWH) oil spill in the Gulfof Mexico started on April 20, 2010, and is estimated to
have released 7.0× 105 m3 of oil before the well was capped
on July 15, 2010 [1]. During the spill, extensive data from
satellite and aerial remote sensing platforms were obtained to
track the oil as it was transported large distances from the spill
site by winds and currents. NASA sponsored the deployment
of the Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar
(UAVSAR) L-band polarimetric SAR to the Gulf of Mexico
on June 22–23, 2010, for scientific studies of the main oil slick
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and the extent and impact of oil on coastal marshlands [2], [3],
with the expectation that the combination of UAVSAR’s quad-
polarization capability, fine resolution (7 m), large swath width
(22 km), stable calibration, and low noise floor could provide
unique information on oil slick detection and characterization.
Oil on the sea surface effectively smooths the ocean surface
and reduces the radar backscatter compared to the surround-
ing ocean. Marine slicks are composed of two major types
of hydrocarbons, mineral oil including petroleum-based ma-
terial and films from biological processes. Mineral oils come
from multiple sources including spills from ships and offshore
drilling platforms and pipelines, natural hydrocarbon seeps,
and discharge from storm-water urban run-off. Mineral oils
spread into thin layers through gravity and surface tension and
evaporate and weather over time [4]. Biogenic films, also called
surfactants (surface active agents) or natural films, are a viscous
by-product of ocean plant and animal growth and decay. Both
forms of slicks have low relative dielectric constants, with real
components between 2.2 and 2.3 and imaginary components
less than 0.02, over the frequency range of 0.1 to 10 GHz
[5], [6]. Sea water has a higher dielectric constant, with a real
component greater than 60 and absolute value of the imaginary
component greater than 40 in the same frequency range [7].
Slicks generally form a thin surface layer with relatively low
conductivity overlying the highly conductive sea water.
The viscoelastic properties of the marine slick material ef-
fectively dampen capillary and small gravity waves through a
decrease in surface tension and a reduction in wind friction that
both suppresses wave growth and increases wave dissipation
[4]. Thus, the smoothed slick-covered areas appear darker
than the usually wind-roughened surrounding ocean in radar
images. Over the ocean, SAR detects variations in surface
roughness that arise from varying wind speeds, wave-wave and
wave-current interactions, and the presence of surface films.
In previous slick detection studies using SAR, mineral oils
have been detected at wind speeds generally between 3 and
10 m/s and may be detectable at higher wind speeds
(10–14 m/s) depending on the type and density of the oil [8]–
[11]. During high sea states, the slicks become mixed into the
upper waters and have a reduced impact on surface roughness.
Under low wind conditions, the slicks may not be distinguish-
able from the surrounding calm ocean that also has low radar
signal return. Depending on frequency, wind speeds on the
order of 2–4 m/s are required to generate sufficient small-scale
waves needed to increase radar backscatter above the system
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noise floor of most operational instruments. Using L-band radar
data acquired at incidence angles similar to UAVSAR, [12]
define the threshold wind speed to be between 1.6 and 2.0 m/s.
Radar has been used to study the physical basis of the
interaction of waves with both mineral and biogenic slicks.
The presence of oil on the surface shifts the wave spectrum
toward shorter wavelengths, reducing the surface roughness.
The change in surface tension can also alter longer wavelength
components of the ocean wave spectrum due to gradients in the
surface tension (Marangoni effect) and indirectly through non-
linear wave-wave interactions [13]–[15]. Recent studies iden-
tify a weak intensification of wavelength components longer
than 20–30 cm, related to the damping of shorter waves, elas-
ticity of the film, and local wind wave energy balance [16].
In addition to theoretical studies, many studies have examined
differentiating slicks from ambiguous ocean returns (false posi-
tives) with SAR, which generally requires repeat imaging, wind
information, and knowledge of the source composition (e.g.,
[9], [17], [18]). Other SAR studies have also sought detection
algorithms that use image classification tools, neural network
methods for classification, feature vectors, wavelet transforms,
and Geographic Information Systems techniques [19]–[25].
The use of multiple radar frequencies and polarizations
for slick detection has also been examined, including during
controlled spills of minerals and artificial biogenic oils [10],
[14], [15]. These studies showed that the suppression of radar
backscatter from slicks 1) increases between L-band (1.2 GHz)
and Ku-band (13 GHz) frequencies; 2) shows no difference
between the co-polarized channels (HH and VV); and 3) de-
creases with increasing wind speed. Increased suppression is
seen with increasing viscosity and thickness, and heavy oils
are detectable at higher wind speeds than lighter oil [10].
Interestingly, natural films appear to have increased suppression
of radar returns relative to mineral oils at L-band only [15],
[26]. Using the same data as [15], [27] showed that the co-
polarized phase difference was able to differentiate between
mineral oil and biogenic slicks at C-band but not at L-band.
Nunziata et al. [28] developed a scattering model to account
for the differences in damping or contrast found in multiple
frequencies for biogenic slicks. [29] identified a non-Bragg
scattering mechanism using C-band radar that occurs within
oil slicks, compared to the pure Bragg scattering mechanism
observed for both the ocean and biogenic slicks. The non-
Bragg scattering mechanism was reportedly observed within
a ship-related oil spill using L-band polarimetric data from
the Advanced Land Observing Satellite Phased Array L-band
Synthetic Aperture Radar sensor [30].
Given the sheer volume of oil released, the DWH spill
represented a situation unlike any studied previously. The slick
from the spill had widely varying oil properties spread over
considerable distances that changed over time, so that the oil
had a wide range of thicknesses and states of weathering.
Much thicker oil layers were present relative to previous in
situ ocean spills studied with radar remote sensing. In addi-
tion to extent, thickness is a key observable that has proven
to be challenging to obtain by any sensor. Data over the
DWH slick from Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrom-
eter (AVIRIS), a fine-resolution NASA hyperspectral sensor,
have shown distinct spectral signatures with varying thick-
nesses between 0.1 mm and 2 mm, the range limit of its
sensitivity [31].
This paper describes work to detect and characterize min-
eral oil slicks on water by studying the difference between
polarization-dependent backscatter from areas in the main slick
of the DWH spill and from surrounding Gulf waters (herein
referred to as “clean” water) using data collected with the
UAVSAR instrument. This study focuses on the use of L-
band polarimetric backscatter to determine bulk properties of
oil within the DWH oil slick. We study the characteristics of
the polarized backscatter using the tilted Bragg scatter model
to describe the power of the radar return and the H/A/α
eigenvector decomposition to analyze the scattering properties
of the oil slick relative to the surrounding water. An analysis
of the noise properties of the data and the UAVSAR instrument
is provided, which quantifies the effect of noise on UAVSAR’s
capability to detect and characterize oil slicks using parameters
derived from polarimetric decomposition.
II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
A. Radar Backscatter From the Ocean Surface
The ocean surface can be modeled as a composition of
tilted, slightly rough facets, each of which is a Bragg scatterer
[32]. Bragg scattering is caused by surface roughness features
whose heights are small relative to the wavelength of the
radar and which are randomly distributed on the scattering
surface. These small height perturbations generate primarily co-
polarized backscatter from ocean waves of wavenumber
kB = 2kr sin θi (1)
where kr is the radar wavenumber and θi is the incidence angle
[33], [32]. In the tilted Bragg model, cross-polarized returns
are introduced through a tilt caused by gravity waves on the
ocean surface. The tilt of each facet is determined by the long
wavelength ocean waves and defined by the angles ψ, the angle
between the vertical and the projection of the tilted facet’s
normal onto the scattering plane, and ζ, the angle between the
vertical and the projection of the tilted patch’s normal onto
the plane perpendicular to the scattering plane (along-track
plane for the case of broadside imaging geometry). The radar
incidence angle relative to the tilted facet is
θi = cos
−1 [cos(θ + ψ) cos(ζ)] (2)
where θ is the incidence angle relative to the untilted horizontal
plane. The backscatter cross-section for each patch is
σ0HH =4πk
4
r cos
4 θi
∣∣∣∣∣
(
sin(θ + ψ) cos ζ
sin θi
)2
RHH(θi)
+
(
sin ζ
sin θi
)2
RV V (θi)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
×W (2kr sin(θ + ψ), 2kr cos(θ + ψ) sin ζ) (3a)
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σ0V V =4πk
4
r cos
4 θi
∣∣∣∣∣
(
sin(θ + ψ) cos ζ
sin θi
)2
RV V (θi)
+
(
sin ζ
sin θi
)2
RHH(θi)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
×W (2kr sin(θ + ψ), 2kr cos(θ + ψ) sin ζ) (3b)
σ0HV =4πk
4
rcos
4θi
(
sin(θ + ψ) sin ζ cos ζ
sin2 θi
)2
× |RV V (θi)−RHH(θi)|2
×W (2kr sin(θ + ψ), 2kr cos(θ + ψ) sin ζ) (3c)
where W (·) is the 2-D wavenumber spectral density of the
ocean surface roughness and the Bragg scattering coefficients,
RHH and RV V , are
RHH =
cos(θi)−
√
εr − sin2(θi)
cos(θi) +
√
εr − sin2(θi)
(4a)
RV V =
(εr − 1)
{
sin2(θi)− εr
[
1 + sin2(θi)
]}
(
εr cos(θi) +
√
εr − sin2(θi)
)2 . (4b)
In (4), εr is the relative dielectric constant [32], [34], [35] and
the subscripts represent the transmit and receive polarizations,
respectively.
In the tilted Bragg model, the ocean wave spectrum W (·) is
independent of polarization and cancels in the ratio of radar
cross sections of different polarizations. This means that the
cross-section ratios are functions of only the surface slope,
the incidence angle, and the dielectric constant. If the surface
dielectric properties are known, the ratio of any two of the
polarization-dependent cross sections in (3) can be used to
determine the tilt angles ψ and ζ, which define the root mean
square (RMS) slope. The long wavelength ocean waves that
contribute to the surface tilt are largely unaffected by the
presence of oil on the water’s surface [36], so to the extent
that the tilted Bragg model is a good estimate of the surface
scattering for both oil and water, the angles derived from the
clean water surface can be used as an estimation of the RMS
slope in an adjacent slick.
Marine slicks dampen the short wavelength ocean waves
through a reduction in the surface tension at the air-liquid
interface. The dispersion relationship for waves of angular
frequency ω and wavenumber k at the interface between air and
a liquid of density ρ with surface tension τ is
ω2 = gk +
τ
ρ
k3 (5)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity. Equation (5) is the
general expression for gravity-capillary waves, with gravity
waves defined by the limit for small wavenumber, ω =
√
gk,
and capillary waves defined by the limit for large wavenumber,
ω =
√
(τ/ρ)k3. Both the density and surface tension of oil are
less than those of water, with oil generally being in the range
ρoil/ρwater ≈ 0.8− 0.9 and τoil/τwater ≈ 0.35− 0.5[37].
Fig. 1. Phase velocity of ocean waves as a function of wavelength in the
capillary through short gravity wave part of the spectrum. The solid blue line
is for clean water, and the solid black line is for oil of density 0.9 g/cm3 and
surface tension 33 dynes/cm2. The dashed magenta line is the phase velocity of
the gravity waves, which are unaffected by the change in surface tension, and
the dashed blue and black lines are the phase velocity of the capillary waves for
water and oil, respectively.
Ocean waves are excited by resonant forcing in a turbulent
wind field [38], where equilibrium is reached when the wind
speed matches the wave’s phase velocity, c, where
c =
ω
k
=
√
g
k
+
τ
ρ
k (6)
A rigorous theoretical analysis of wind wave growth in the
presence of a surface film is given by [39]. Further consid-
eration of (5) and (6) sheds light on the general damping
mechanism. Fig. 1 shows the phase velocity as a function of
wavelength for water and for oil, assuming ρoil/ρwater = 0.9,
τoil = 33 dynes/cm2, and τwater = 73 dynes/cm2. The graph
shows the separate components of (6) in the limit τ = 0 (gravity
waves) and g = 0 (capillary waves). The lower surface tension
at the air-oil interface reduces the minimum phase velocity
and decreases the wavelength of the minimum energy excited
waves, with an overall shift to smaller wavelengths for a given
wind field as indicated in (6) and Fig. 1. The wind field varies
as a function of height above the ocean surface subject to
the boundary condition that the wind velocity at the ocean
surface matches the water surface velocity. For wind wave
generation, the ocean wave phase velocity must match the wind
velocity at a height above the surface equal to one half the
wavelength of the growing wind wave [12]. A given wind field
over an oil layer excites shorter wavelength ocean waves in the
capillary and gravity-capillary portion of the wave spectrum
than over clean water. The change in surface tension affects
the short gravity wave components of the ocean wave spectrum
through secondary interactions, namely tangential stress in the
surface tension gradients (Marangoni effect) and wave-wave
interactions that shift energy between different wavenumber
components of the spectrum [13]–[15], [39], [40]
The damping ratio for microwave backscatter of a given
polarization JK(
σwater
σoil
)
JK
= FJK(R)
(
Wwater(kB)
Woil(kB)
)
(7)
is a function of the Bragg coefficients, RHH and RV V , (de-
noted here by F(R)) and the ratio of the wave spectra at
the Bragg wavenumber in clean water to that in the slick.
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At L-band, where the Bragg wavenumber is in the short gravity
wave region, the wave spectrum for the slick is only affected
through secondary interactions, not through a direct effect of
the reduced surface tension. For a thin oil film on top of water,
where the radiation penetrates to the underlying sea water sur-
face from which it scatters, F is approximately unity because
the scattering occurs mainly from the water interface and is
governed by the dielectric properties of the water. However, the
volume of the DWH spill was extensive, and the oil traveled
from depth 1.7 km to reach the surface, during which the oil
plume entrained sea water [41]. For the DWH slick, the upper
layer of the ocean surface was likely a mixture of water and
oil, and in this case, the damping ratios are functions of the
dielectric properties of both water and oil. In this paper, we
show that the oil in the DWH slick was likely mixed with sea
water in the upper layer with thickness on the order of the skin
depth, which is 7–9 mm for sea water [7].
B. Polarimetric Decomposition
Averaged Coherency Matrix: The relationship between the
incident and scattered electric fields in a monostatic radar
system is [
EH
EV
]
scat
=
[
SHH SHV
SHV SV V
] [
EH
EV
]
inc
(8)
where the elements of the 2 × 2 matrix (which is sometimes
referred to as the Sinclair, Jones, or scattering matrix) are
complex and fully define the scattering in the far field. In order
to relate the polarimetric backscatter to the physical properties
of the scatterer, we form the target vector k in the 3-D Pauli
basis [42]–[45]
k =
1√
2
[SHH + SV V SHH − SV V 2SHV ]T . (9)
The coherency matrix T3 is defined as the product of the target
vector with its complex conjugate transpose
T3 = kk
∗T (10)
and the averaged coherency matrix 〈T3〉 is defined as [43]–[45]
〈T3〉 = 1
N
N∑
i=1
T3i (11)
where the sum is taken over adjacent pixels in the image to
reduce speckle noise and quantify scattering from distributed
targets. The diagonal terms of T3 are the backscattered power
of each of the Pauli scattering elements, and the off-diagonal
terms of T3 are the complex correlation components between
the Pauli elements. The total backscatter power, σT , is derived
from scattering matrix S (8) or T as
σT = Span(S) = Trace(T3). (12)
The coherency matrix T3 is a positive semidefinite Hermi-
tian matrix and can be diagonalized as [44]
〈T3〉 = [U3][Ω][U3]−1 (13)
where Ω is a 3 × 3 diagonal matrix that contains the non-
negative real eigenvalues (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3) and U3 is the 3 ×
3 unitary matrix whose columns are the mutually orthogonal
eigenvectors expressed in the 3-D Pauli basis. The eigenvectors
can be written as
ui =

 cosαie
jφi
sinαi cosβie
j(δi+φi)
sinαi sinβie
j(γi+φi)

 (14)
where αi is the scattering parameter that represents an internal
degree of freedom of the scatterer and is independent of the
physical orientation of the radar with respect to the scatterer
[46]. βi is the orientation of the scatterer about the radar line
of sight, and φi, δi, and γi are phase shifts between the differ-
ent polarization-dependent components. Because the coherency
matrix is Hermitian, its eigenvalues are constant under unitary
transformations. The result is that all of the decomposition
elements calculated from the eigenvalues are roll invariant
about the radar line of sight [43]. It can be shown that of
the eigenvector parameters, only the angle α is roll invariant
[43], [44].
H/A/α¯ Eigenvector Decomposition Elements: Some previ-
ous studies of oil slicks [e.g., [47], [48]] have investigated the
potential of evaluating the stochastic properties of the slick
scattering surface using the well-known H/A/α¯ polarimetric
decomposition method [44]. This method utilizes complemen-
tary elements calculated from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the averaged coherency matrix 〈T3〉. Spatial averaging en-
ables analysis of the properties of spatially distributed scatterers
rather than single point scatterers. The decomposed elements
of the averaged coherency matrix show whether there exists a
dominant scatterer and defines the scattering mechanism of the
most dominant scatterer(s) [44].
The H/A/α¯ eigenvector decomposition utilizes three values
calculated from either the eigenvalues or eigenvectors of the
coherency matrix called the entropy (H), anisotropy (A), and
the averaged scattering parameter (α¯)[44]. Each of these ele-
ments provide different, but not unique, information about the
scatterer.
Entropy is the measure of randomness in the distributed
scatterer and is defined from the logarithmic sum of the
eigenvalues as
H = −
3∑
i=1
pilog3(pi) 0 ≤ H ≤ 1 (15)
where
pi =
λi
λ1 + λ2 + λ3
=
λi
σT
0 ≤ pi ≤ 1. (16)
Low entropy (H <≈ 0.3) is indicative of a deterministic single
dominant scatterer, while high entropy (H >≈ 0.7) indicates
random scattering [44].
Anisotropy measures the relative values of the second and
third eigenvalues [44] and is defined as
A =
λ2 − λ3
λ2 + λ3
0 ≤ A ≤ 1. (17)
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When anisotropy is zero, the scattering mechanism is az-
imuthally symmetric. Therefore, anisotropy can also be con-
sidered the measure of the lack of azimuthal symmetry or as an
indication of small-scale surface roughness [47], [49]. When-
ever entropy is low (λ1  λ2) anisotropy is highly affected by
noise [45]. We expect UAVSAR to provide better evaluations
of anisotropy in low entropy areas because UAVSAR has a
higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (discussed later) than any
other operational SAR system.
The mean scattering parameter, α¯, which is calculated from
the eigenvectors, ui, of (14) as
α¯ =
3∑
i=1
piαi 0
◦ ≤ α ≤ 90◦ (18)
indicates the types of scattering mechanisms present in the
distributed target. Over the ocean, we can expect a dominant
surface scattering component, so α¯ for the free ocean surface in
moderate winds is less than 42.5◦ and increases with increasing
incidence angle. When volume scattering becomes a primary
contributor to the total backscatter, α¯ is greater than 42.5◦.
When ships are present, α¯ should be greater than 60◦[44].
For Bragg scattering from an untilted, horizontal surface,
the coherency matrix has a single dominant eigenvalue (λ1 >
0, λ2 ≈ 0, λ3 ≈ 0) whose corresponding eigenvector is
u1 =kBragg
=
1√
2
[SHH + SV V SHH − SV V 0]T
≈ms[RHH +RV V RHH −RV V 0]T (19)
where ms is the roughness coefficient [49]. In this case, the
entropy is very low. The scattering parameter, α¯ ≈ α1, is in-
dependent of surface roughness and increases as a function of
only the dielectric constant and incidence angle [45], [50] as
tan(α) ≈ |RHH −RV V ||RHH +RV V | . (20)
III. IN SITU OIL SPILL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
The oil released from the DWH well is classified as Mis-
sissippi Canyon Block 252 (MS252) (South Louisiana sweet
crude) oil, which is a comparatively light crude that contains
significant quantities of natural gas when released. The char-
acteristics of the surface oil in the main slick varied greatly,
from thicker layers of crude to thinner sheens, and a range of
aggregated and weathered forms of oil-water emulsion. On June
23, 2010, the second day of the UAVSAR campaign and the day
that the main spill site was imaged, the containment cap, which
had been successfully capturing significant quantities of oil for
removal to ships, had to be removed because of a mishap when
a robotic arm hit one of the vents in the cap. The removal of the
cap thus restarted the release of the full flow rate of oil so at the
time of the UAVSAR overflights the oil in the study area was
Fig. 2. Surface oil near the Deepwater Horizon rig site on June 23, 2010.
(Photograph provided by Oscar Garcia-Pineda, Florida State University).
mainly freshly released. Fig. 2 is a photograph of the surface oil
taken near the spill site on June 23, 2010.
During the period of the oil spill, there were numer-
ous daily overflights by multiple aerial platforms to pro-
vide information and photography on extent and oil prop-
erties for first responders. These include NOAA aerial and
helicopter imagery and observations (https://sftp.orr.noaa.gov/
deepwater_horizon_ext/); imagery from the Environmental
Protection Agency (http://www.epa.gov/bpspill/epa.html); and
multiple aerial and satellite data sets at the U. S. Geologi-
cal Survey archive (http://hdds.usgs.gov/hdds/tier1/index.php?
disaster=201004_Oilspill_GulfOfMexico).
We identified a series of aerial images and observer informa-
tion over the main body of the slick obtained within approxi-
mately 7 h of the time of acquisition of the two UAVSAR flight
tracks, which occurred between 20:40 and 21:40 UTC. Fig. 3
shows representative aerial images near the primary spill site.
Based on these collective observations and interpretation of the
properties of the oil from the photographs, we determined that
the bulk of the oil spill sampled by the UAVSAR was composed
primarily of brown emulsified oil, ranging from red to brown
in color, mixed with thinner (silver and rainbow) sheen layers.
Dispersants are thought to have been applied to portions of the
slicks [Fig. 3(c) and (d)] because of the cloudy nature of the
slick appearance. The dispersants break down the slicks into
particles or droplets, which then settle into the water column at
least to shallow depths, thus forming a cloudy appearance rather
than the streaky slicks seen in Fig. 3(b). Based on the NOAA
field guide for aerial observations [51], these types of oils have
the following range of thicknesses: emulsified oils − 0.2 to
3 mm with a mean of 1 mm; rainbow sheen − 0.0003 to
0.005 mm and mean = 0.001 mm; silver sheen − 0.00004
to 0.0003 mm with a mean of 0.0001 mm.
Both buoy data and Wavewatch III postdictions were used
to obtain the sea surface conditions at the time that the
UAVSAR data were acquired. The wave model indicates that
the surface conditions were nearly uniform over the area used
in our analyses. At the nearby ocean buoy Station 42887
(28.191◦ N, 88.496◦ W), from 1200–1700 UTC, wind speeds
ranged between 4 and 6 m/s with directions from 130◦ to
160◦, with waves of significant wave heights of 1.0–1.5 m and
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Fig. 3. Samples of aerial photography of the DWH oil spill taken on June 23, 2010. (a) EPA ASPECT overflight photograph 55–053, obtained at 16:50:27
UTC, 28.9393◦ N, 88.4884◦ W, showing brown-black emulsion within thin sheen; (b) RAT HELO overflight photograph 428, obtained at 19:53:00 UTC,
28.7288◦ N, 88.4170◦ W, showing ship wake induced brown-black emulsion lines and thin sheen; (c) RAT HELO overflight photograph 431, obtained at
19:53:31 UTC, 28.7256◦ N, 88.3988◦ W, showing the DWH site with brown emulsion and cloudy areas likely formed by applied dispersants; and (d) RAT HELO
overflight photograph 453, obtained at 19:56:57, 28.7449◦ N, 88.3861◦ W, showing DWH rig site with brown emulsion and cloudy areas likely formed by applied
dispersants. The same platform (P1) is identified at the DWH spill site in C and D to indicate scene overlap and orientation.
periods 4–7 s. Between 1700 and 2200 UTC, a wind shift took
place toward directions 115◦–126◦ accompanied by a slight
reduction in speed to between 2.5 and 5 m/s and a lowering
of significant wave heights to 1.0–1.3 m with little change
in wave period. At the closest directional wave buoy Station
42012 (30.065◦ N, 87.555◦ W), the dominant wave direction
from 12:00 to 22:00 UTC was from between 115◦–145◦ True,
with significant wave heights of 0.85 m decreasing to 0.57 m,
with wave periods of 4.5 to 6.3 s, and an ocean temperature of
31.2 ◦C.
By examining coastal HF radar surface current data for June
23, 2010 (http://cordc.ucsd.edu) within the approximate area
of the spill site, we determined that currents were generally
northward until about 1700 UTC, when the currents shifted
toward the east and south at the time of the UAVSAR flights,
opposing the wind direction at those times. These variations in
winds and currents likely explain the offsets seen between some
of the earlier visual observations and the SAR spill coverage
and features.
IV. UAVSAR DATA
The UAVSAR platform is a Gulfstream-3 aircraft instru-
mented with a L-band polarimetric SAR that operates with
80 MHz bandwidth from 1.2175–1.2975 GHz [52]. The radar
transmits and receives in both horizontal (H) and vertical (V)
(quad-polarization) modes. UAVSAR images a 22-km-wide
ground swath at 22◦–65◦ incidence angles. The combination
of the UAVSAR full polarization capability with an extremely
low noise floor makes it an excellent instrument for polarimetric
SAR studies. The noise equivalent σ0 of the system is −53 dB
at its minimum near the midrange of the swath. More infor-
TABLE I
UAVSAR RADAR OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS
mation about the instrument noise is included in Appendix A.
The UAVSAR radar has 1.2-dB absolute calibration and
0.5-dB relative calibration between the amplitudes of the differ-
ent polarization transmit/receive channels (private communica-
tion, Scott Hensley). More information on the radar operating
characteristics during the Gulf of Mexico flights is given in
Table I.
The two flight lines used in this study are gulfco_14010_
10054_100_100623 (collection time 23-June-2010 20:42 UTC
and hereafter referred to as 14010), which passed directly over
the DWH rig site at a heading of 140◦, and gulfco_32010_
10054_101_100623 (collection time 23-June-2010 21:08 UTC
and hereafter referred to as 32010), which passed immediately
to the west of and parallel to 14010 along a 320◦ heading.
UAVSAR single look complex products are processed with
1.7-m slant range resolution and 1-m azimuth (along-track) res-
olution. For this analysis, we used multilook complex products
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Fig. 4. (Left) Incidence angle versus range bin for the UAVSAR imaging geometry. The black dotted lines indicate the midrange incidence angle of 54.9◦.
(Right) Bragg wavenumber versus incidence angle.
for the HH, HV, and VV normalized radar cross section
(NRCS), which have three range (cross-track) and 12 azimuth
(along-track) looks and a pixel spacing of 5 m in slant range and
7.2 m in azimuth. All images shown in this paper are in slant
range and azimuth coordinates. The transect plots in this paper
are shown as a function of incidence angle and, in some cases,
Bragg wavenumber. The incidence angle plotted is calculated
for an untilted ocean surface. The relationship between range
pixel number, incidence angle, and Bragg wavenumber is given
in Fig. 4. For UAVSAR, the Bragg wavelength varies from
32 cm at near range to 13 cm at far range.
V. NOISE ANALYSIS
A. Noise Equivalent Sigma Zero
Radar backscatter from oil and other look-alikes, such as
low wind areas and biogenic films, return only a small por-
tion of the incident radar power, making the influence of the
noise equivalent sigma zero (NESZ) of a given instrument
an important consideration in data analysis. The NESZ, also
called the instrument noise floor, is the radar backscatter cross
section of equivalent signal level to that from the noise of the
instrument and represents the limit of the detectable backscatter
signal. Instrument noise included in the NESZ is Gaussian
white noise whose mean and variance are approximately equal
for horizontal and vertical receive polarizations. We determined
the UAVSAR NESZ from receive-only data collected during
line 32010 over the DWH spill, as detailed in Appendix A.
To evaluate the proximity of the instrument noise floor to
the data considered in this study, we compare the measured
NESZ with the NRCS of backscatter for each polarization. In
Section VI, the NESZ is plotted along with the NRCS for each
polarization to show the proximity of the observed backscatter
to the instrument noise floor. We find that at higher incidence
angles, the HV return from oil, which is consistently the lowest
power return, is close to the noise floor, indicating a low SNR.
Following [53], we define a measured return power threshold of
6 dB above the noise floor (SNR ≤ 3) and indicate data that are
below this threshold on the appropriate plots with a gray shaded
region for data over oil and a blue dotted line for data over clean
water. Any data that are below this threshold are considered to
be corrupted by instrument noise and unsuitable for analysis of
the scattering properties. However, we retain the noisy data to
demonstrate the effect of instrument noise on the analysis.
Fig. 5. Contribution of the averaged noise power σn, calculated using the
filtering procedure of [49], to the total return power σT for a representative
water and oil transect. The gray shaded region indicates the region of the data
where HV power over oil is within 6 dB of the instrument noise floor, and the
vertical blue dashed line indicates the incidence angle above which the HV
power in the clean water data is within 6 dB of the instrument noise floor.
B. Noise Reduction and Quantification
Polarimetric SAR data and the associated decomposition
methods are sensitive to noise and speckle, a natural phenomena
caused by the coherent interference of microwaves that are
reflected by numerous small-scale scatterers. To mitigate the
influence of noise and speckle and to minimize multilook bias,
we performed a moving average of the components of the
coherency matrix over a 9 × 9 window prior to calculating the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors [54], [55]. To evaluate whether
residual noise remained, we estimated the average noise power
σn following the filtering process outlined in [49] and detailed
in Appendix B. This process is based on the principle that
although the HV and VH returns in an ideal monostatic SAR
system are identical, in the presence of noise, the two cross-
polarized channels have slightly different returns. During stan-
dard UAVSAR product generation, the UAVSAR HV and VH
returns are averaged after crosstalk calibration and distributed
as HV data. Using the calibrated single-look complex (SLC)
data, we evaluate the noise power by considering HV and VH
as independent measurements and show that the residual noise
power is less than 0.5% of the total scattered power whenever
the HV (and VH) backscatter power is above the SNR thresh-
old. At low to intermediate incidence angles, the noise power is
approximately 0.1% of the total power (Fig. 5). This noise anal-
ysis also shows that below approximately 45◦ local incidence
angle (AOI), there is little difference between the noise over
oil and over water. Therefore, we consider the contribution of
noise to the data to be negligible whenever the scattered power
in all three polarization channels is above the SNR threshold.
An analysis of the effect of removing the measured noise power
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from the coherency matrix T3 is provided in Appendix B. We
find that filtering does not change the relative values between
oil and water of the eigenvalue-based parameters, but filtering
does scale the absolute values of the entropy and anisotropy
for both water and oil. Because this noise analysis and subse-
quent filtering require special processing using the UAVSAR
processing software and either the quad-polarization SLC or
raw UAVSAR data (none of which are publically available)
and because the results are not significantly affected by the
filtering procedure, the data presented hereafter use the standard
calibrated UAVSAR normalized backscatter products without
filtering.
It is worth noting here that high averaged noise power in
data that are below the SNR threshold is indicative of the
randomness of instrument noise (shaded region of Fig. 5). Be-
cause the two returns for the different polarizations are received
at different times, the averaged noise power calculated using
the difference between the HV and VH backscatter is always
nonzero. Consequently, if the received power in one or more
of the polarization channels is near the noise floor, instrument
noise will induce an apparent randomness in the data that does
not represent the physical properties of the scatterer. The steep
slope of the NESZ at high incidence angles and the continual
decline in the received power of the HV channel causes the
contribution of noise to the overall signal to increase rapidly
when the signal is near the instrument noise floor.
VI. UAVSAR RESULTS
We analyze three oil-contaminated segments and one clean
water segment from each of the two UAVSAR flight tracks
that imaged the main slick of the spill (14010 and 32010).
The range and azimuth boundaries for all of the segments are
given in Table II, and the segments are outlined and labeled
in the vertical co-polarized intensity images of the study area
(Fig. 6). The DWH rig site location is at the bottom of the slick
in Fig. 6(b), near coordinates (1800, 6400). For reference, the
bold crosses in these two images show a common point in the
overlap region of the two swaths. The bright points in the water
near the DWH rig site are surface vessels and platforms; other
surface vessels show up as isolated bright points elsewhere in
the image, often with disturbed oil in their wake. Of the six
segments analyzed in our study, segment Oil 6 is closest to the
rig site, with segment Oil 5 only slightly further away. We note
that in Fig. 6, the comparatively smooth edge on the SE side
of the spill and the dispersing oil on the NW side provides an
indication of the prevailing wind direction and matches well
with the buoy measurements presented in Section III.
We evaluated the along-track mean for all segments listed
in Table II to form transects across the slick as a function
of incidence angle. We present the resulting NRCS transects
for both flight tracks, but for brevity later in the analysis, we
include only track 32010 results for the eigenvalue decompo-
sition and note that the general results are the same for both
flight tracks. The along-track means are plotted as a function
of local incidence angle (AOI) to demonstrate the varying
nature of oil in a SAR scene over the span of incidence angles
commonly imaged by SAR systems. We exclude AOIs below
TABLE II
AZIMUTH LINE (AL) AND RANGE BIN (RB) BOUNDARIES FOR THE
CLEAN WATER AND OIL-ON-WATER SEGMENTS IN EACH FLIGHT TRACK
USED IN THE ANALYSIS. (TO CONVERT THE GIVEN AL VALUES FOR
14010 TO THE AL VALUES IN THE FULL STRIP THAT IS AVAILABLE
FROM THE ALASKA SATELLITE FACILITY, ADD 23 600; THE AL
VALUES FOR 32010 ARE THE SAME IN THE FULL STRIP.)
Fig. 6. Vertical co-polarized normalized radar cross section, σV V , images
for 32010 (left) and 14010 (right) showing the cross-track segments that are
evaluated in detail. One clean water and three oiled segments (shown in white-
outlined boxes) are used for each flight line. The bold crosses in the two images
show a common point in the overlap region of the two swaths. The small
white spots in image 14010 around azimuth line 6500 and midrange are surface
vessels and platforms at the Deepwater Horizon site. Many other white spots
are also surface vessels. The range and azimuth axes are in pixel units, with
pixel size 7.2 m in azimuth and 5.0 m in slant range.
approximately 26◦ because specular scattering is dominant, and
as a result, little information that characterizes oil and water
based on Bragg scattering is available in this data. Data at high
incidence angles are also presented to illustrate the influence of
system noise. When applicable, the profile plots are shaded to
indicate when the data are below the noise threshold discussed
in Section V-A. The shaded region indicates when the smallest
NRCS of the three oil transects falls below the SNR threshold;
in some cases, one or both of the other oil transects have NRCS
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above the SNR threshold at the lower incidence angles in the
shaded region.
We note the following persistent features within the data
segments. The high NRCS area at approximately 62◦ AOI in
the Oil 2 segment is an area of clean water surrounded by
oil which can be seen in Fig. 6(a) centered at approximately
(2800, 3500) and spanning 500 range bins and 1000 azimuth
bins. This feature will be present throughout the data and helps
demonstrate the distinct behavior of the radar signals from oil
versus clean water. The section of the Oil 1 segment below 35◦
AOI is also an area of water to the windward side of the slick
that shows very little surface oil contamination.
A. Normalized Radar Cross Sections
In the NRCS data, we observe reduced backscatter from oil in
the slick relative to clean water across all incidence angles and
for all polarizations (Fig. 7). The inset graph at the upper right
in each frame shows the instrument noise floor (NESZ) plotted
on the same scale as the measured cross sections to emphasize
that the measured values are significantly above the instrument
noise at all but the highest incidence angles. On the plots of the
HH and HV NRCS, the gray regions show where the NRCS
over one or more of the oil transects are within 6 dB of the
noise floor; and the vertical blue line shows the incidence angle
where the NRCS over water falls to within 6 dB of the noise
floor. The VV NRCS for both oil and water exceeds the noise
floor by more than 6 dB at all accessible incidence angles.
The co-polarized ratio, σ0HH/σ0V V , readily distinguishes oil
from water and, in the tilted Bragg model, is independent of
the ocean wave spectrum, i.e., of the damping of the gravity-
capillary waves by oil (Fig. 8). This means that the co-polarized
ratio is a function of only the dielectric constant, RMS slope due
to long wavelength ocean waves, and incidence angle. Because
the long wavelength ocean waves that govern the RMS slope
are largely unaffected by the presence of oil or other surface
contaminates, the difference in the co-polarized ratio for oil
and water shows that the reduction in backscatter over oil in
the DWH slick is at least partially due to differences in the
dielectric constant.
Before we could estimate the effective dielectric constant
for the mixture of oil and water from the oil NRCS ratios,
we estimated the tilt of the Bragg scattering planes as follows.
Assuming a dielectric constant for sea water of 80− i70, we
estimate the slope angles ψ and ζ by fitting the clean water
σHH/σV V curve using numerical optimization. We find that
varying the value of the imaginary component of the sea water
dielectric constant within its range of values for sea surface
temperatures between 0◦ and 40◦ has little effect on the value
of the theoretical co-polarized ratio and, therefore, the value of
the estimated slopes. The RMS slope, calculated as the RMS of
ψ and ζ, is 6.4◦ for flight track 32010 and 7.2◦ for flight track
14010. The clean water data in each flight track were acquired
near the slick during the same data acquisition so the estimated
slope angles are valid for both clean water and oil.
After estimating the slope angles, we estimate the upper
and lower bounds of the dielectric constant for oil (dielectric
constant of crude oil is assumed to be 2.3− i0.02 [5], [6]) by
adjusting the volumetric concentration of oil in a mixture of
oil and sea water. The estimated limits for the oil volumetric
concentration are 75% and 90% for track 32010 and 65% and
85% for track 14010. Hereafter, we use an effective dielectric
constant for a mixture of 80% oil and 20% sea water for calcula-
tions of theoretical values for oil. The difference in the apparent
oil concentration between the two flight lines could indicate less
complete mixing in the oil that is close to the DWH site.
We invert the NRCS values for the ocean spectral density at
the Bragg wavenumber, W (kB), using the estimated slope an-
gles and dielectric constants (Fig. 9). We use the VV NRCS for
the inversion because the values are above the SNR threshold
at all incidence angles for both oil and water. The calculated
W values are smaller for the oil lines than for the water lines
as expected. We then fit the W values for water and for all
of the oil data in each line. After calculating W from the VV
NRCS, we calculate the theoretical NRCS values from the tilted
Bragg model for all polarizations and compare them to the data
(Fig. 7). All of the NRCS data show good agreement with the
tilted Bragg model using our fit values for the RMS slopes and
wave spectral densities. For comparison, theoretical values are
calculated to simulate a low-wind area by using the dielectric
constant of sea water and the W calculated from the oil data in
the tilted Bragg model (light blue dotted line in Fig. 7).
B. Damping Ratios
The water-to-oil NRCS ratios, or damping ratios [(7)], give
information about the ocean spectral density at the Bragg
wavelength and, for thick slicks, the dielectric properties of the
surface layer. The damping ratios for the clean water and oil
transects in lines 32010 and 14010 are shown in Fig. 10 for
HH, VV, and HV returns, with the region where the minimum
oil return falls below the SNR threshold indicated in gray. In
general, the damping ratios for all oil transects show a sys-
tematic increase with increasing Bragg wavenumber for return
power above the SNR threshold, though the HV and HH values
suggest that at higher Bragg wavenumber, this trend might
change. However, the influence of instrument noise in each
channel precludes the possibility of observing higher Bragg
wavenumbers. The results are consistent with the theoretical
tilted Bragg model discussed in Section II-A, although the
nonuniformity of the oil in the slick affects the damping ratio
significantly. In general, the damping ratio is smaller for the
lines closest to the rig site (Oil 5 and Oil 6).
Fig. 10 also show the damping ratio of the ocean wave
spectral density, Wwater/Woil, derived from the VV NCRS.
Where the data are above the SNR threshold, we find that the
wave spectral damping increases with increasing wavenum-
ber as expected from the dispersion relationship. The differ-
ences between the measured damping ratios and the value of
Wwater/Woil derived from the fit come mainly from the change
in the surface dielectric constant in the slick. Variations in the
damping ratio between the different oil transects are attributable
to variation in the oil concentration, thickness, or dielectric
properties and to variations in the ocean wave spectral density
not captured by the average fit to either Wwater or Woil. The
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Fig. 7. Polarized NRCS derived from multilooked UAVSAR data. The imbedded images are zoomed-out versions of the respective NRCS to show the NESZ.
Theoretical values are shown in solid light blue for water and solid brown for a mixture of 80% oil and an RMS slope of 6.4◦ for flight track 32010 (left column)
and 7.2◦ for 14010 (right column). The dotted light blue line shows the theoretical values for a surface with sea water dielectric constant and the ocean wave
spectral density of oil to simulate the expected radar returns from a low-wind area of clean water.
Fig. 8. Co-polarized NRCS ratio for HH/VV and theoretical values calculated from the tilted Bragg model for sea water (εr = 80− i70) and different
volumetric concentrations of oil for track 32010 (left) and 14010 (right), including oil only. The oil-only line (brown dotted line) is far from the oil/water mixture
lines because the dielectric constant for sea water is much larger than for oil. For the theory, the RMS slopes were derived from the clean water co-polarized NRCS
ratio.
damping ratios are similar to those discussed for L-band and
mineral oil by [15].
We note that the damping ratios are slightly different between
the data from the two flight lines, which observed the spill from
opposite look directions. Most of this difference is accounted
for by the different RMS slopes for the two directions. This dif-
ference is probably due to the influence of wind direction on the
wave peaks, which generates an upwind-downwind asymmetry
between the wave amplitude profiles and the radar backscatter.
Also, the damping ratios appear to increase away from the rig
site, perhaps due to increased mixing over distance related to
the incoming wind and wave fields from the east-southeast. The
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Fig. 9. Spectral density of the ocean surface roughness W (kBragg) for track 32010 (left) and 14010 (right).
Fig. 10. Polarized damping ratios derived from multilooked UAVSAR data for flight tracks 32010 (left) and 14010 (right). The damping ratio of the ocean wave
spectral density, Wwater/Woil, derived from the VV NCRS is shown in light blue.
damping ratios show a small dependence upon the polarization
of the microwave radiation, with HH polarization damped less
than the VV or HV returns at all Bragg wavenumbers below
the SNR threshold, except at very low wavenumber (incidence
angle), where the HV returns are most attenuated. The differ-
ence is small, ≈30%, but is outside of the reported relative
calibration accuracy of 0.5 dB for the UAVSAR instrument.
Given the small magnitude of the difference, further study of the
instrument would be needed to validate the calibration before
one would conclude that the observed polarization dependence
of the damping ratios is a real measure of the surface scattering
properties.
C. Eigenvalues of the Coherency Matrix
The major eigenvalue λ1 (Fig. 11) is consistently lower for
backscatter from oil than from water. This result is intuitive
given that λ1 is approximately equal to the total power return.
Because the HV NRCS is only a small portion of the total
backscatter power, λ1 is relatively resilient to noise in the cross-
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Fig. 11. Major eigenvalue (λ1) images for 32010 (left) and 14010 (right)
showing the four cross-track segments which are evaluated in further detail. The
range and azimuth axes are in pixel units, with pixel size 7.2 m in azimuth and
5.0 m in slant range. The crosses locate a common point in the two overlapping
images.
Fig. 12. Eigenvalues and pseudoprobabilities of T3 for a representative oil
(Oil 3) and water (Water 1) transect (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3). The gray shaded region
indicates the region of the data where HV power over oil is within 6 dB of the
instrument noise floor and the vertical blue dashed line indicates the incidence
angle above which the HV power in the clear water data is within 6 dB of the
instrument noise floor.
polarized channel, making it a potentially useful parameter for
oil spill identification algorithms that are based on eigenvalue
decomposition. Previous studies have shown that λ1 can be
used to image variations in the oil characteristics within the
slick, which has been correlated with surface features observed
with aerial imagery near the same time as the UAVSAR over-
flights [2].
Fig. 12 shows the eigenvalues and associated pseudoproba-
bilities for Oil 3 and Water 1. The major eigenvalue (upper left)
and minor eigenvalues (lower left) are all lower for oil than
for water across the entire range of accessible wavenumbers.
Fig. 13. Entropy (left) and anisotropy (right) for 32010 showing the four
cross-track segments which are evaluated in further detail. The range and
azimuth axes are in pixel units, with pixel size 7.2 m in azimuth and 5.0 m
in slant range.
In fact, below approximately 50◦ AOI, the major eigenvalue
for the oil in the slick has a higher pseudoprobability (Fig. 12,
upper right) than the major eigenvalue for clean water adjacent
to the slick. The only marked change in this behavior occurs at
incidence angles where the HV backscatter power is below the
SNR threshold (as indicated by the gray shaded area in Fig. 12).
Therefore, we find that backscatter from clean water and the
oil in the DWH slick are equally well described by the Bragg
scattering mechanism. The only apparent exception occurs at
high incidence angles where the instrument noise significantly
affects the measured signal.
D. H/A/α¯ Decomposition
The results from the Cloude–Pottier H/A/α¯ decomposition
provide further insight into the influence of a surface oil slick
on backscatter from the ocean. Fig. 13 shows images of the
entropy and anisotropy values in and around the main DWH
slick derived from the data of line 32010. In Figs. 14–16,
we show the along-track mean values of H, A, and α¯ for the
segments of track 32010 defined in Table II, respectively.
The entropy values (Fig. 14 and left panel of Fig. 13) indicate
that the scattering properties of both clean water and oil, derived
from the UAVSAR data at all scattering angles over the entire
UAVSAR scene, are consistent with a single scattering mech-
anism, namely Bragg scattering, for all measurements where
the HV NRCS is above the SNR threshold. In each oil transect,
the entropy values are consistently lower than those of the sea
water at low to intermediate incidence angles. At approximately
48◦ AOI, the slope of the entropy with respect to the incidence
angle over water flattens, causing the entropy values for the
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Fig. 14. Entropy for flight track 32010.
Fig. 15. Anisotropy for flight track 32010.
Fig. 16. Scattering parameter α¯ for flight track 32010. The theoretical values
of α¯ calculated from the Bragg scatter coefficients [(20)] are also shown for sea
water (εwaterr = 80− i70) and a mixture of 80% oil (εoilr = 2.3− i0.02)
and 20% sea water.
oil lines to exceed those of water. This behavior manifests in
the minor pseudoprobability values, p2 and p3, of water shown
in Fig. 12 (blue lines, bottom right) where the slope of p3
changes sign while the slope of p2 remains constant. The area
where the entropy values increase is evident in Fig. 13, where
entropy at the far range has significantly higher values than oil
or water at near range. This is where noise becomes a significant
contribution to the measured signal.
The anisotropy values (Fig. 15 and right panel of Fig. 13) dif-
fer between oil and water and are incidence angle dependent. At
low to intermediate incidence angles, oil has a higher anisotropy
than water. This indicates that the surface is smoother in the
areas contaminated by oil than in areas of relatively clean
water, which is consistent with the analysis of the NRCS and
corresponding theoretical NRCS calculated using the tilted
Bragg model. The minimum anisotropy value is approximately
the same for both oil and water, but occurs at different incident
angle, i.e., at different Bragg wavelengths.
At intermediate incidence angles, the anisotropy values over
water become greater than those over oil (the same result is seen
in the 14010 data but at a slightly higher incidence angles),
with the cross-over point in the range 43◦–48◦. This behavior
is readily associated with the minor pseudoprobability values,
where p2 maintains a consistent slope and the sign of the slope
of p3 changes at approximately 48◦ AOI (Fig. 12, bottom right).
The increase in the anisotropy values for oil at high incidence
angles occurs when the HV NRCS over one of the oil lines is
within 6 dB of the NESZ (gray shaded region). However, the
HV NRCS for Oil 2 is higher than the NRCS for Oil 1 and
Oil 3 (Fig. 7), so the HV return for Oil 2 is less corrupted by
instrument noise than the other oil data. Since the anisotropy
values at high incidence angles for Oil 2 begin increasing
around 52◦ AOI, it is likely that in the absence of instrument
noise, the anisotropy values for oil would behave in the same
way as those for water, but with an incidence angle lag of
approximately 10◦, or a wavenumber change from 0.055 cm−1
to 0.065 cm−1 for the location of the minimum anisotropy.
It is known that for low entropy scatter, the anisotropy is
highly affected by noise [44]. However, the anisotropy signal
shows clear jumps between clean water and oil in the two
segments that contain both, Oil 1 and Oil 2. The near range
of Oil 1 contains clean water, and in this area, the anisotropy
values track with the clean water line. The transition from water
to oil in this segment occurs over a relatively diffuse boundary
between approximately 30◦ and 35◦ AOI (range bins 300–600
in Fig. 6), with the higher anisotropy values between 35◦ and
40◦ AOI measured along the windward edge of the slick. In
the Oil 1 segment, the decrease around 40◦ corresponds to
where the transect moves into the interior of the slick. Although
the anisotropy values of the oil are close to those of water
around 45◦, the backscatter remains much lower in the oil
than in the adjacent clean water (Fig. 7). We think that this
is due to variation in the incidence angle where the oil and
water anisotropy curves cross and is probably attributable to
variation in the slick properties, i.e., less concentrated oil or
oil that has been affected by dispersants along the windward
edge. As the incidence angle increases, the anisotropy for Oil
1 resembles the anisotropy of the other oil segments. Similar
behavior is seen in Oil 2, where the jump from oil to water,
which corresponds to the opening of clean water seen in Fig. 6,
occurs between approximately 62◦ and 63◦ AOI. In the latter
case, the data are noisy in the area of the transition due to the
influence of instrument noise. These results suggest that the
anisotropy values are not dominated by noise except in areas
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that we explicitly show, but are measuring real properties of the
scattering surface.
Over both water and oil, the scattering parameter, α¯, (Fig. 16)
indicates a surface scatterer that is well described by Bragg
scatter theory at low to intermediate incidence angles for sea
water (εr = 80− i70) and an 80% volumetric concentration of
oil. In the DWH slick, we find that α¯ has little dependence on
surface roughness. Rather, the difference between oil and water
is due to the difference in the dielectric constant. Furthermore,
the theory lines are calculated by assuming an untilted Bragg
scatter model; their fit to the data indicates that α¯ is not
significantly affected by moderate tilts of the ocean surface. At
higher incidence angles, the α¯ values depart from the theoretical
values and begin to converge to the same limit as the HH NRCS
for oil approaches the instrument noise floor. The shaded region
indicates the region where the HH NRCS for oil crosses the
SNR threshold.
VII. DISCUSSION
We have analyzed the L-band radar data acquired by the
UAVSAR instrument over the main DWH slick in June 2010
and present results showing the difference between multipo-
larization backscatter and parameters of a polarimetric anal-
ysis in the oil relative to adjacent clean water. Our goal is
to derive general information about the differences between
radar backscatter from the main slick and from adjacent clean
seawater.
A. Oil Slick Characterization
The NRCS for both water and oil and for all polarizations
are well described by the tilted Bragg scattering model with
sea surface RMS slope of 6.4◦ RMS for line 32010 and 7.2◦
for line 14010. The reduction in the NRCS between oil and
water for each polarization was found to be caused by both
the damping of the gravity-capillary waves and a change in
the dielectric constant of the scattering medium. While it has
been well documented in the literature that oil contaminated
areas appear as areas of reduced NRCS, we discuss here how
the behavior of oil and water differ as a function of incidence
angle.
For intermediate and high incidence angle, the NRCS for
each polarization clearly distinguishes oil and water. At low
incidence angles, the co-polarized NRCS shows little difference
between oil and water, a result that is predicted by the tilted
Bragg theory for the given RMS slopes. On the other hand,
the cross-polarized term indicates a greater difference between
oil and water than the tilted Bragg model predicts, possibly
because the HV NRCS is more sensitive to the RMS slope
and dielectric constant than the co-polarized NRCS or because
HV scattering is sensitive to scattering mechanisms that are not
accounted for in the Bragg model.
Although we can distinguish oil in the DWH slick clearly
from the surrounding clean water, our results indicate that for
slicks on calm waters, even if the dielectric properties are
known or estimated, differentiation between smooth water and
oil is likely to be difficult using only the individual NRCS
values. From our experience estimating the ocean surface RMS
slope, we found that the VV NRCS is resilient to the tilt of
the ocean surface; large tilt angles were needed to substantially
displace the theoretical VV NRCS for water from the observed
values.
Using the RMS slope angles that we determined from the
co-polarized NRCS ratio of water, we determined the dielectric
constant of the slick surface from the co-polarized NRCS ratios
over oil and derive from it the volumetric concentration of oil
in the water, assuming a layer thickness that is a significant
fraction of the skin depth of the microwave radiation. We
estimated the volumetric concentration of oil in the vicinity
of DWH to be approximately 80%, a result that is generally
supported by the aerial in situ observations of oil emulsion
throughout the main slick but is difficult to verify without
additional in situ observations. Our analysis indicated a range in
concentrations from 65% to 90% across the spill. These results
are consistent with a mixed layer several millimeters thick of
oil entrained with seawater in the main part of the DWH slick,
where new oil was surfacing constantly from the release at the
sea floor.
In these data, the damping ratio for the thick surface oil layer
does not measure the ocean wave spectrum damping alone,
but a combination of the wave spectral change and a dielectric
change in the upper surface layer. We find that the damping
ratios over the slick show larger values than the ratio of the
ocean wave spectra alone predict. We attribute this difference
to the change in the dielectric properties in the scattering
medium. Variations in the damping ratio within the slick are
clearly discernible, indicating a sensitivity to the surface oil
characteristics, including concentration, form, and thickness.
One unknown factor that may result in varying returns is the
application of dispersants to the surface oil. Further study of
these variations is warranted to learn more about oil characteri-
zation with L-band radar.
The major eigenvalue of the coherency matrix, λ1, readily
distinguishes oil from water above 35◦ AOI. As with the NRCS,
λ1 over oil decreases relative to the water as the incidence angle
increases. Because in cases where there is a single dominant
scatterer, λ1 is approximately equivalent to the trace of the
coherency matrix, the co-polarized terms dominate, and the
instrument noise induced on the cross-polarized term has little
effect. The result is that λ1 is a relatively robust oil identi-
fication parameter. Furthermore, the coherency matrix T3 is
linearly related to the 3 × 3 covariance matrix, whose diagonal
components are the NRCS for each polarization channel (HV
NRCS is multiplied by 2), meaning that they have the same
eigenvalues and trace. Therefore, λ1 can be calculated as the
sum of the NRCS values. Over the ocean, the HV NRCS is
much lower than the co-polarized NRCS, so that λ1 can be
easily approximated as the sum of the co-polarized NRCS,
which is computationally much simpler than performing a
polarimetric decomposition.
We find that L-band backscatter from both oil and water
consistently shows the backscatter mechanism to be Bragg
backscatter from a tilted faceted surface, with surface scattering
being the dominant type of backscatter. At incidence angles less
than 50◦, oil shows a more dominant single scatterer than water,
albeit with significantly lower scattered power.
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In the main DWH slick, entropy values were low, consistent
with Bragg scattering and comparable to entropy values over
clean water, differing by <0.05 where all NRCS data were
above the SNR threshold. Entropy values over oil are lower than
those over clean water at incidence angles below approximately
50◦ and higher than clean water at higher incidence angles.
Entropy values over oil are higher above 50◦ AOI because the
slope of the entropy values over water flattens at approximately
45◦ AOI. The physics of this process is unknown, and this result
indicates that oil spill identification with entropy is problematic.
We note that [2] found the entropy values to be high, close to
unity, for weathered oil from the spill that moved into Barataria
Bay. As discussed below, this is likely due to the effect of
instrument noise on the low signal return from the oiled bay
waters, which had a thin sheen film at the time of the UAVSAR
data acquisition.
Analysis of the anisotropy data yields results that are incon-
sistent with previous findings. Using Airborne Synthetic Aper-
ture Radar (AIRSAR) data acquired off the coast of Southern
California, Schuler and Lee found that anisotropy values for
biogenic films have no range dependence [47]. Our results do
not support the same conclusion, as we observe a clear range
(incidence angle) dependence over both clean water and the
DWH mineral slick. Systematic and repeated trends are also
evident as are jumps between oil and water values whenever the
respective transect crosses the edge of the slick. The disparity
between our results and those of [47], while possibly due to
slick type, could also be due to the lower noise floor inherent in
the UAVSAR instrument as compared to AIRSAR, as discussed
in Section VII-B.
B. Influence of Instrument Noise
Radar backscatter is low from oil slicks, calm wind areas,
and other oil look-alikes and is therefore more likely to be
close to the instrument noise floor than backscatter from most
other media. The cross-polarized backscatter is particularly
susceptible to corruption from instrument noise because the
cross-polarized NRCS is generally much lower than the co-
polarized NRCS. As a result, any analysis of oil spills, biogenic
slicks, or other low-backscatter areas must take into account the
values of the NRCS for each polarization channel relative to the
NESZ of the instrument.
Our analyses show that the UAVSAR instrument noise is a
small component of the signal at incidence angles less than
55◦ for HV returns and less than 62◦ for HH returns. An
independent analysis based on noise filtering confirmed the low
noise in the data (Appendix B).
Close proximity to the instrument noise floor in any of the
NRCS channels has a profound effect on the eigenvalues and
their associated parameters. This is most clear in the pseudo-
probabilities and the entropy. When the HV NRCS is within 6
dB of the NESZ, the entropy values increase rapidly, and the
values of the pseudoprobabilities converge due to the random-
ness in the instrument noise. The variance in the anisotropy has
a higher magnitude and frequency whenever the HV NRCS is
close to the noise floor.
Our results for entropy conflict with those of a previous
study. In [47], the entropy for biogenic slicks was shown to
be high at incidence angles above 45◦ and was interpreted
as an indication of a high degree of randomness in the slick
covered areas. This phenomena were ascribed to damping of
the ambient-level Bragg scatter and the existence of multiple
scatterers of comparable strength. The authors analyze the co-
polarized phase difference and observe the behavior of the
eigenvalues in order to demonstrate that the data they used are
above the system noise floor. The authors state that because
the major eigenvalue decreases while the minor eigenvalues
increase as a given transect encounters a slick, the data are
above the instrument noise floor. Our results, shown in Fig. 12,
show that the eigenvalues for oil in the DWH slick are always
lower than the respective eigenvalues for water, even when
the HV NRCS for both water and oil are within 6 dB of the
instrument noise floor. We find that all eigenvalues derived from
data with HV and HH NRCS near the noise floor show a notable
change when transitioning from water to oil. Furthermore, in
Appendix B, we show that the symmetry of the co-polarized
phase difference, which the authors of [47] also use to evaluate
the proximity of the backscatter to the instrument noise floor,
is independent of the noise level in the HV backscatter and
therefore an inappropriate gauge of the noise level in HV
polarimetric backscatter. Finally, our analysis of the entropy
shows a comparable increase in the entropy values above 54◦
AOI, where the HV NRCS is close to the noise floor. Athough
the two studies do not analyze the same type of slick, given that
UAVSAR has a lower noise floor than AIRSAR, we find that
it is possible that the results in [47] for the observed H/A/α¯
values at higher incidence angles are due to instrument noise.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We find the general result that L-band radar backscatter
from both oil and water in moderate wind conditions are
well described by the tilted Bragg model across the range of
incidence angles from 26◦ to 60◦, with the backscatter from
oil being even more strongly governed by surface scattering
from a single dominant scatter than backscatter from water
for incidence angles below 50◦. From the combination of co-
polarized and cross-polarized NRCSs and their ratios analyzed
over water and oil, we show that for the DWH slick, the
change in backscatter was due to both a damping of the ocean
wave spectral components by the oil and a reduction in the
effective dielectric constant of the surface. From the reduction,
we estimate that the upper layer of the oil slick was a mixture
of approximately 80% oil and 20% sea water, with a range in
the oil volumetric concentration from 65% to 90% across the
observed area of the slick. This is an important new observation
because the effective dielectric constant can provide valuable
information to help distinguish thick oil layers from areas with
thin films of mineral oil or other natural, or lower priority,
surface contaminants and from clean water areas with smaller
wind effects.
Our polarimetric decomposition using the H/A/α¯ parameters
shows a dominant scatterer for both water and oil, consistent
with a Bragg scatterer. For the DWH oil slick, we find no
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significant contribution from a non-Bragg scatterer, although
we note that at the highest incidence angles, instrument noise
could be misinterpreted as such. These results differ from those
of [29], [30]. Our decomposition shows there to be small but
statistically significant contributions from secondary scatterers
for both oil and water. All three eigenvalues of the decompo-
sition were consistently less for oil than water over the entire
observed range of incidence angles, indicating overall reduced
backscatter from all scatterers. The major eigenvalue of the
decomposition distinguishes oil from water at all but the lowest
incidence angles and shows little change when noise is a major
component of the backscatter in only the HV channel, making it
the most reliable indicator of the main slick. This eigenvalue is
approximately equal to the total backscatter power over both
oil and water and can be accurately estimated from the HH
and VV NRCS alone, a computationally efficient alternative
to eigenvalue decomposition. Although the H/A/α¯ parameters
have been used previously to classify slicks on the ocean sur-
face [47], we find that for this mineral oil slick, the entropy and
alpha parameters are comparable to those for clean sea water.
Although small in all cases, the entropy values for oil are lower
than those for water at low to intermediate incidence angles, but
higher than water at higher incidence angles. Through a detailed
noise analysis, we find that the results from the previous study
are consistent with contamination by instrument noise. We
show that anisotropy has the same general characteristics for
oil and water, but with a shift in the Bragg wavenumber of the
minimum anisotropy.
We conclude from this study of DWH oil that the H/A/α¯
parameters are likely to be beneficial to oil slick classifica-
tion only when using low noise instruments. The entropy for
either oil or water increases substantially only as the NRCS
approaches the noise floor. Below this point, the difference in
entropy between oil and water is relatively small. We conclude
that the apparent randomness implied by the increasing entropy
is due to randomness of the instrument noise and should not
be considered indicative of the physics of the scattering mech-
anism. The anisotropy shows substantial variation across the
oil slick, indicating possible sensitivity to oil characteristics.
We observe a significant range dependence in the anisotropy
whenever the backscatter in all channels is more than 6 dB
above the instrument noise floor. Further study is warranted to
validate these results.
This study shows that a low noise L-band quad-polarization
SAR can be used to not only detect oil slicks but to characterize
to some extent the oil within the slick, as we showed by
determining a volumetric oil concentration in the slick using
a fit to the tilted Bragg model. The results show general trends
with variations within the slick that warrant further study of oil
classification using this type of instrument.
APPENDIX A
UAVSAR NOISE EQUIVALENT SIGMA-ZERO
The magnitude of the NESZ depends on the transmitted
power, antenna gain, system losses, and operating temperature
of the radar instrument. As a result, the NESZ is instru-
ment specific, varies as a function of incidence angle, and is
Fig. 17. Noise equivalent sigma zero for UAVSAR flight track
gulfco_32010_10054_101_100623 (referred to as 32010 in this study)
collected 23-June-2010.
on average polarization independent. The UAVSAR NESZ is
measured by operating the instrument in receive-only mode
and processing the receive-only (“sniffer”) data to obtain an
equivalent normalized cross section. The NESZ determined in
this way incorporates the additive noise of the instrument and
the multiplicative noise from data quantization and impulse
sidelobes. The additive instrument noise component of the
NESZ is Gaussian white noise and differs from pulse to pulse
for horizontal and vertical receive polarizations because the two
are collected at different times.
We evaluate the UAVSAR NESZ for the data used in this
study using the sniffer pulses collected once every 756 pulses
(≈0.6 Hz) in line 32010 concurrently with the science data
over the main DWH slick. We extracted these sniffer pulses
from the raw data, randomized their along-track ordering so that
the data would be decorrelated during azimuth compression,
and processed the sniffer pulses using the UAVSAR processing
suite. We calculated the mean NESZ as a function of incidence
angle from 100 randomly selected processed pulses and fit
a fourth-order polynomial to the data (Fig. 17). The best-fit
coefficients are given in Table III. The NESZ for line 32010
is consistent with previously published values for the UAVSAR
NESZ [2].
APPENDIX B
RESIDUAL NOISE EVALUATION AND FILTERING
The noise filtering method outlined in [49] was adopted to
evaluate and remove the noise that remained in the data after
crosstalk calibration, the standard 3 × 12 (range × azimuth)
UAVSAR multilooking, and averaging the coherency matrix
over a 9 × 9 window. This method considers the difference
between the HV and VH backscattered power to be indicative
of the residual noise level in the system because, in the absence
of noise, the cross-polarized return should be identical in a
monostatic radar system due to reciprocity. Because the HV
and VH data are averaged and delivered as only HV data in
the standard UAVSAR products, we had to reprocess the raw
UAVSAR data to test this noise filtering method.
For residual noise filtering, we proceed by forming the 4 × 4
coherency matrix as [43], [49]
〈T4〉 =
〈
k4k
∗T
4
〉 (21)
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TABLE III
BEST-FIT COEFFICIENTS FOR UAVSAR NESZ
where
k4 =
1√
2


SHH + SV V
SHH − SV V
SHV + SV H
i(SHV − SV H)

 . (22)
Eigenvalue decomposition can be applied to T4 in the same
manner as it is applied to T3. In the presence of noise, T4 has
real, nonnegative eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ λ4 > 0 and, in
the case of a single dominant scatterer, λ1(T4) ≈ λ1(T3). The
smallest eigenvalue of T4 is defined to be the average noise
power σn[49]. It is clear from (22) that if SHV = SV H , T4
reduces to T3.
The averaged noise power, which is assumed to be the same
in all polarization channels, can be removed by subtracting
the noise-equivalent coherency matrix, Tn, from the 3 × 3
coherency matrix
〈
T3f
〉
= 〈T3〉 − 〈Tn〉 (23)
where T3f is the filtered coherency matrix and the noise-
equivalent coherency matrix is
〈Tn〉 = σnI (24)
where I is the identity matrix [49]. The eigenvector decomposi-
tion can then proceed as described in Section II-B.2 using T3f
in place of T3. An alternative to removing the noise via (23) is
to simply subtract λ4 from the eigenvalues of T3[43].
As shown in Fig. 5, the noise calculated with this filter-
ing method contributes very little to overall power, which in
the case of scatter from the ocean is primarily described by the
largest eigenvalue λ1. As a result, subtracting λ4 from the
eigenvalues has a non-negligible effect on only λ2 and λ3.
For the data used in this study, the effect of the noise filtering
is relatively small and occurs only at low and high incidence
angles (Fig. 18). We can also see in Fig. 18 that applying the
filtering procedure scales the oil and water values of λ2 and
λ3 by approximately the same amount. This means that the
filtering process described here will only change the absolute
values of the H/A/α¯ parameters, not the relative values of oil
and water. As is expected from the analysis of λ2 and λ3, the
entropy and anisotropy calculated from the filtered coherency
matrix differ in absolute value from those calculated using the
unfiltered coherency matrix (Fig. 18). The relative values of
oil and water remain approximately the same with or without
filtering, though the difference in anisotropy at low incidence
angle between oil and water is more pronounced after filtering.
When the data are near the instrument noise floor, the filtering
Fig. 18. Second and third eigenvalues, entropy, and anisotropy of the standard
UAVSAR multilooked cross product (MLC) data and the noise reduced (NR)
coherency matrices for representative oil (Oil 3) and water (Water 1) tracks.
process only scales the value down for entropy and up for
anisotropy but the variance in each appears to be unaffected
by filtering. This shows that this filtering method does not fully
remove the instrument noise, which is channel independent.
Another method that has been used to evaluate noise in
oil slick studies utilizes the co-polarized phase difference. In
[47], the authors observe the co-polarized phase difference,
Arg(SHHS
∗
V V ), and conclude that the signals they observe
are above the noise floor because the distribution of the co-
polarized phase is symmetric about zero. This conclusion mo-
tivates a brief discussion of the co-polarized phase difference
φc and its behavior in the presence of known noise. Numerous
processed return pulses (range lines) from the Water 1 and Oil
1 segments were analyzed and the mean, standard deviation,
and skewness of φc were calculated using a 9 × 9 moving
window over each segment prior to the analysis of individual
lines. One randomly selected range line from each segment and
the moments of the statistical distribution are shown in Fig. 19.
The skewness is calculated as
s(φc) = b
1
n
∑n
i=1 (φci − µ)3(
1
n
∑n
i=1 (φci − µ)2
)3 (25)
where n = 81, µ is the mean, σ is the standard deviation, and b
is the bias correction
b =
√
n(n− 1)
n− 2 . (26)
From this evaluation, we conclude that φc is not a suitable
parameter for evaluating the proximity of the polarimetric data
to the instrument noise floor. We find that there is no discernible
change in the characteristics of φc over oil as the HV oil data
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Fig. 19. Co-polarized phase difference φc for representative oil (Oil 3) and
water (Water 1) range line. The upper left panel is φc for one randomly selected
range line in each track. The mean value in the upper right panel, the skewness
in the lower left panel, and the standard deviation in the lower right panel
are calculated over a 9 × 9 moving window. The shaded area indicates the
incidence angles at which the power of the HV scatter over oil is less than the
SNR threshold of 6 dB above the instrument noise floor and the vertical blue
dotted line indicates that the power of the HV scatter over water is within 6
dB of the noise floor. The power of the HH return over oil crossed the SNR
threshold at 62◦ AOI.
cross the SNR threshold and that φc has nonzero mean value
at all incidence angles, with the mean of φc increasing linearly
with incidence angle. The only prominent changes in φc and
its moments occur at incidence angles above where the HH
oil data cross the noise threshold. Because power of the HV
data collected over the ocean in low-to-moderate wind should
always be lower than the power in both of the co-polarized
returns, φc could remain unchanged even when instrument
noise is a non-negligible component of the cross-polarized
scatter. It is also worth noting that we find in the UAVSAR data
virtually no difference between the standard deviation of φc for
oil and for water except in the presence of instrument noise.
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